
Sweet Love 3021 

Chapter 3021: Childishness 

 

When Baby Chu heard this, he said smugly, “Could it be that you don’t dare to take me on because you 

know you can’t beat me at it!?” 

This was clearly a provocation. 

Butler Fu broke out in cold sweat, thinking, Old Master, surely you will not fall for such provocation! 

However, Gu Jinglian responded with a look of contempt as he slapped the table, saying, “Bullshit. Do 

you think I can’t beat you?” 

To this, Baby Chu immediately said, “Then I’ll bring the chessboard over. We’ll see if you have what it 

takes to defeat me again!” 

Gu Jinglian said frostily, “Come on then, just don’t cry if you lose.” 

“I won’t cry!” 

As Baby Chu spoke, he immediately went back to his room to get the Aeroplane Chess set that Butler Fu 

had bought for him. 

There are four color representations in Aeroplane Chess, accommodating a maximum of four players, 

and pictures of planes drawn on the board. 

A single die is used in the game. the player shakes the die, and takes the number of steps indicated on 

the top face of the die when it lands. This happens till the player’s token reaches the end point. 

However, at the start, the player’s plane token may only leave the starting point and take off when the 

player throws a 6 on the die. Only when the number of steps to the end point is exactly what is thrown 

on the die would it be considered a victory. It is a game that depends heavily on luck. 

Baby Chu brought the chess set out excitedly. He and Gu Jinglian each selected a color and started 

playing. 

Gu Jinglian familiarized himself with the rules of the game and found it rather novel. Seeing that it was a 

dice game, however, he found it quite unbearable. 

Was this kid sure that he wanted to play dice games with him? 

Butler Fu tried to suppress his laughter when he observed this scenario! 

Gu Jinglian had spent most of his childhood in casinos. As long as it involved gambling, whether it was a 

card, mahjong, or dice game, it would be as though he had always gotten exactly the hand he wanted. 

Butler Fu thought that for sure, Gu Jinglian would show the boy some mercy. After all, he couldn’t bear 

it if Baby Chu were to cry after losing? 

Who would have thought that Gu Jinglian would be so serious over a child’s game! 



As soon as the game started, he threw a 6, hence he could have another go. Gu Jinglian threw four 6s in 

a row, and all four of his planes took off. But when he saw Baby Chu almost close to tears again, he 

casually threw a different number. 

When Baby Chu saw that it was finally his turn, he solemnly fiddled with the die in his hand for a long 

time. When it landed on the table, it was a four. He looked completely disheartened and stared at Gu 

Jinglian as the man threw another two consecutive 6s and took the same number of steps. 

He thought it was strange. How could the man so easily throw a six, while he himself only managed to 

initiate one plane token!? 

Baby Chu was quite quick-witted. When it was his turn again, he took the die and started to study it. 

A careful examination showed there was likely no problem. 

This time round, the boy threw another 6 and he was excited to launch a new plane. After a few more 

steps, Gu Jinglian’s plane overtook his and it meant that the overtaken plane had to be sent back to its 

starting point. 

Baby Chu looked completely devastated. 

Halfway through the game, he overturned the chessboard and was almost in tears. “I’m not playing 

anymore!” 

Gu Jinglian frowned suspiciously. “What’s wrong?” 

“I feel like you’re being unreasonable!” The boy pointed out, “How is it that you keep throwing 6s and 

that doesn’t happen for me?” 

Gu Jinglian said, “I’m able to throw whatever number I wish. If you play dice with me, you’re destined to 

lose.” 

“You’re lying!” 

Baby Chu did not believe him. “Throwing dice is a matter of random chance!” 

“I’m not lying.” 

“Fine, throw a 4 then.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Gu Jinglian lazily propped his chin on his hand and casually picked up 

the die. He spun the die on the table, and when it stopped, the top face showed a 4. 

Baby Chu’s eyes almost popped out! 

 

Chapter 3022: Amazing Skills 

Baby Chu’s eyes almost popped out! 

It was unbelievable. It was like magic! 



Baby Chu felt that it was extremely magical, but he was still skeptical. He suddenly reached out and 

grabbed Gu Jinglian’s hand. He examined it meticulously, not missing a single detail. After a careful look, 

he could find nothing fishy. At once, his mind was filled with doubts again! 

“It might be a coincidence!” Baby Chu continued, “I don’t believe it! I don’t believe it! Try throwing 

another one!” 

Butler Fu teased him, “What number do you want this time?” 

“1!” 

Gu Jinglian threw the die without any hesitation. It spun on the table for a long time before settling and 

1 appeared on the top face! 

“3!” 

Gu Jinglian threw again, accurately hitting 3 points. 

“How strange.” Baby Chu scratched his head in confusion. He did not expect Gu Jinglian to be able to 

pull off such an operation. 

But he did it! 

Baby Chu suddenly asked curiously, “If you were to throw two dice, are you able to make them the same 

number?” 

Gu Jinglian replied, “Bring me two dice then.” 

Butler Fu immediately rummaged through his closet and found two dice for him. Together with the one 

in his hand, there were a total of three dice. 

Butler Fu brought over a dice shaker. Gu Jinglian tossed the three dice into the shaker. Grabbing the dice 

shaker, he played with it casually for a bit, and then suddenly inverted it and placed it down on the table 

surface, raising his handsome brows. 

Baby Chu looked at him and saw that the man indicated for him to lift the dice shaker. The boy curiously 

stretched out his little hand and lifted the dice shaker. To his surprise, he found that all three dice had 1 

on their top faces. 

He was completely confused now! 

“Uncle is so awesome! I’m convinced now!” 

Gu Jinglian felt a little smug after being flattered by him. He snorted. “It’s just a small trick!” 

“Can you teach me how to do that?!” 

Baby Chu held his little fist, his eyes full of yearning. He felt that Gu Jinglian’s skill was simply too 

amazing and cool. He could throw whatever number he wanted. 

Could he be the legendary mysterious sorcerer?! 

Gu Jinglian said, “Why should I teach you? You’re so stupid, you can’t learn!” 



“I will humbly learn! I will definitely train hard! No matter how difficult it is, I will definitely master it!” 

Baby Chu’s eyes were filled with admiration, which made Gu Jinglian feel rather good. He even wanted 

to show off his card skills in front of this little guy so that this little guy would worship and idolize him 

like a god. 

Butler Fu cast a sidelong glance at Gu Jinglian and felt a little disgusted. He did not expect Old Master to 

have such a childish side to actually take a little fellow seriously. 

However, this Old Master of his was rather adorable! 

Just as Butler Fu was looking at them, feeling a sense of gratification, a subordinate came to inform him 

that Jiang Qimeng was kneeling at the door and would not leave even though they had tried driving her 

away! 

“Will she be alright? After all, she’s at the Gu family’s doorstep. If anything bad were to happen to her, 

it’ll bring bad luck!” 

“What do you mean?” 

“Jiang Qimeng clamored to see Old Master! Butler Fu, do you think we should get Old Master to take a 

look personally?” 

Butler Fu went to Gu Jinglian and told him about this matter. Gu Jinglian said frostily, “Why do I need to 

sort this out personally? If she refuses to leave, just break her legs.” 

Butler Fu replied coldly, “We’ve already beaten her up, but for some reason, she’s determined to see 

you. Old Master, you should go and see her yourself!” 

 

Chapter 3023: His Illegitimate Child? 

 

Gu Jinglian pouted impatiently before standing up and saying to Baby Chu, “Behave and wait for me 

here.” 

“Okay.” 

Baby Chu watched curiously as Gu Jinglian and Butler Fu left. Puzzled, he followed some distance behind 

them. 

Gu Jinglian and Butler Fu walked to the door and realized that it was pouring outside. 

Jiang Qimeng remained motionless as she knelt at the entrance. The heavy downpour beat down on her 

and drenched her. Her thin clothes clung to her body, making her look sickly and lifeless. 

She had not had a good sleep for two days and two nights. Coupled with the huge changes that had 

taken place in the Song family, she was made all the more devastated. 



Hearing the approaching footsteps, Jiang Qimeng immediately raised her head. When she saw that it 

was Gu Jinglian, a flattering smile immediately appeared on her face. “Master Gu, you’re finally willing 

to see me!” 

Gu Jinglian looked at her pathetic state and frowned in disgust. He said coldly, “What are you doing 

here?!” 

“Master Gu, I beg of you! Please let the Song family off! I don’t know what Enya did to offend you, but if 

she did indeed offend you, it’s only because she’s still young and insensible. I’ll kowtow to you on her 

behalf as an apology! However, please let the Song family off! Zhengguo has suffered such a serious 

injury and Enya is in critical condition. Isn’t this punishment enough?!” 

Gu Jinglian said expressionlessly, “Don’t speak nonsense. Get lost. If you don’t, I’ll break your legs.” 

With that, he turned around and was about to leave when Jiang Qimeng turned pale with fright. She 

immediately pounced on him and threw her arms around his lanky legs tightly! 

Gu Jinglian was furious. He turned around and said icily, “Let go!” 

“Master Gu, I’m begging you! The Song family is done for! Isn’t this enough of a punishment?! Are you 

really going to force the Song family into a dead end before you’d let us go?!” 

Jiang Qimeng broke down into tears and cried hysterically. “Please have mercy and be forgiving towards 

us! Master Gu, please give the Song family a chance!” 

“Get lost!” 

Gu Jinglian abruptly kicked her away. Jiang Qimeng was sent flying like a kite with its string cut. She 

crashed into the door and fell onto the steps. 

That kick landed right on her chest. She clutched her chest and coughed awkwardly, feeling as if she was 

coughing her lungs out! 

Gu Jinglian said scornfully, “I can let the Song family off, but you have to die. How about that?” 

“What?” 

“Didn’t you say that you wanted to apologize on behalf of your daughter?” 

Gu Jinglian said expressionlessly, “Use your life to compensate then.” 

Jiang Qimeng widened her eyes in disbelief when she heard that. She could not believe that there was 

such a cruel man in this world! 

“Gu Jinglian! Don’t go too far!” 

As Jiang Qimeng spoke, she suddenly spotted a skinny figure hiding near the door. 

Baby Chu was watching curiously from behind the door. When he saw Jiang Qimeng’s eyes fixated on 

him, he was stunned for a few seconds. In the next moment, Jiang Qimeng suddenly pounced on him 

and pulled him into her embrace. She turned around and faced Gu Jinglian and the others. She drew out 

a sharp dagger from somewhere and pressed it against Baby Chu’s neck and shouted at the top of her 



lungs, “Gu Jinglian! I’ll give you one chance, if you’ll give the Song family one more chance! Immediately 

send someone to rescue my husband and Enya from the hospital.. Then, arrange for a plane to send us 

overseas.” 

 

Chapter 3024: Threatening Him 

“From now on, we will go our separate ways! If you don’t agree, I’ll perish together with this child!” 

It was obvious that Jiang Qimeng had chosen to do this because she had hit the bottom of her despair. 

On the way here, she had bought a dagger, thinking that if Gu Jinglian was determined to kill her, then 

she’d ensure they perish together! 

This dagger was meant to be used on Gu Jinglian. 

However, when she saw this child, she immediately recognized that this was the child in Gu Jinglian’s 

arms at the wedding. 

She realized that Gu Jinglian treated this child differently. Although this child kept calling him “uncle”, 

she realized that Gu Jinglian doted on this boy very much. She could not help but wonder how this child 

was related to Gu Jinglian. 

Could he be an illegitimate child?! 

Gu Jinglian had never been married. While many socialites in the capital were enamored of Gu Jinglian 

because of his youth, good looks, and wealth, they were afraid of such an unpredictable man. 

There were very few families that were on good terms with the Gu family. Most of them coveted Gu 

Jinglian’s ruthless methods and were in awe of him. 

However, Gu Jinglian did have a woman before. 

Hence, Jiang Qimeng suspected that this child was Gu Jinglian’s illegitimate child. 

Baby Chu was taken aback by this sudden turn of events. His entire body froze and he didn’t dare to 

move. With the cold dagger pressed against his neck, he didn’t dare to make a single sound as he stared 

at Gu Jinglian wide-eyed. 

But oddly, even though he was on the brink of death, he was not too fearful. Subconsciously, he 

believed that this insufferably arrogant man would not tolerate him being in danger. 

This was probably trust! 

He believed that this man would not allow him to be put in danger. 

When Gu Jinglian saw that Baby Chu had fallen into Jiang Qimeng’s hands, his eyes finally regained some 

focus and a hint of nervousness surfaced. 

He reprimanded Butler Fu, “Why is he here?” 



Butler Fu looked confused as well. “Master, I don’t know either... This guy probably followed us out of 

curiosity...” 

Gu Jinglian was now a little anxious. Why did this fellow always make him worry? 

The subordinates by the side were also stunned and did not dare to act rashly. They knew very well that 

this child was not just any child to Gu Jinglian. They were afraid that Jiang Qimeng would really hurt the 

child, so they stood there and waited for orders. 

He hollered angrily, “Jiang Qimeng, don’t test my bottom line. Let him go.” 

“Bottom line?! So the great Master Gu has a bottom line too?” 

Jiang Qimeng was increasingly certain that this child held an extraordinary position in his heart. She 

tightened her grip on the child and glared at him covetously. “As long as you let the Song family off, I 

won’t make things difficult for this child!” 

“Are you negotiating with me?” Gu Jinglian sneered.” What right do you have to bargain with me? If you 

don’t want a horrible death, release the child.” 

Butler Fu was scared out of his wits when he heard this. He immediately pulled Gu Jinglian’s sleeve and 

said gloomily, “Old Master, this child is still in someone’s hands. Aren’t you afraid that Jiang Qimeng will 

really perish together with Baby Chu in a fit of anger if you say such things?” 

“She dares!” 

Gu Jinglian said fiercely, “If she so much as touch a single strand of his hair, I’ll slice her flesh off a piece 

at a time!” 

Sshhh — 

Everyone drew in a sharp, cold breath. 

No one doubted Gu Jinglian’s words. Given his character, if he had dared to say that, he would have the 

guts to do it. 

Song Enya was a classic example. 

Baby Chu shuddered when he heard this. Just imagining this cruel scene made him sick. 

 

Chapter 3025: Don’t Kill Her 

 

Hence, the little one looked at Jiang Qimeng sympathetically and said, “Auntie, please let me go quickly. 

Otherwise, you’ll be in really deep trouble!” 

Jiang Qimeng was speechless. 

Baby Chu seemed to pity her. He added, “Not only does this uncle kill without batting an eye, his 

methods are also really terrifying! Please don’t misunderstand! Uncle and I have very little to do with 



each other, and I’m not that important to him. Don’t take things too hard and use me to threaten him. 

It’s quite useless.” 

“...” 

“You’ll only suffer a more horrible death.” 

Butler Fu was confused. 

This little one, for some reason, was quite convincing and made this whole nervous situation look as 

though it was nothing. 

Jiang Qimeng shrieked, “Shut up!” 

Gu Jinglian warned, “Jiang Qimeng, do you think you can threaten me with this child? I’ll give you three 

seconds to let him go.” 

“Gu Jinglian, do you think I’ll believe your nonsense again? Or...” 

Gu Jinglian interrupted her and began his countdown, “1.” 

“You...” 

“2.” 

Jiang Qimeng was so frightened that she staggered backward. Gu Jinglian raised an eyebrow and 

counted to three. With a sharp crack, a gunshot was fired. A bullet tore through the air in a straight line 

and pierced right through her shoulder. 

“Ah...” 

The woman dropped her hand involuntarily from the sharp pain and the dagger fell to the ground. Baby 

Chu immediately broke free from her and jumped out of her restraining grasp. He did not forget to 

stomp on her foot before running towards Gu Jinglian. 

Behind him, Jiang Qimeng immediately got up, retrieved the dagger lying on the ground, and directed a 

stab at Xiaobao’s back! 

Butler Fu was so shocked that he his mouth fell open. But before he could even let out a cry of surprise, 

Gu Jinglian suddenly lunged forward from the side and drew Baby Chu into his protective embrace while 

delivering a neat flying kick. Jiang Qimeng ruthlessly swung her dagger. 

In that split second, Gu Jinglian’s vicious kick landed squarely on Jiang Qimeng’s shoulder and sent her 

hurtling, while the blade of the dagger sliced into Gu Jinglian’s arm, which was protecting Baby Chu. 

While Gu Jinglian did not notice that he had been injured, Baby Chu’s sharp eyes noticed that his shirt 

was stained with blood and torn. Seeing that the man appeared to be injured, the horrified boy said, 

“Uncle, you’re injured...” 

He felt both guilty and worried. 

Butler Fu hurried over and took the child from Gu Jinglian’s hands. He was shocked when he noticed the 

abnormality on his arm. 



“Old master, you’re injured. Let me see, where are you hurt?” 

Gu Jinglian had never put himself in danger easily, but this was the first time he had been injured, and it 

was because of this child. 

Gu Jinglian pushed the elderly man away and turned around to glare at Jiang Qimeng. “You’re courting 

death.” 

With that, he walked forward, grabbed her throat and lifted her up. 

Even though his arm was injured, it didn’t seem to diminish his strength. 

Jiang Qimeng’s legs were suspended in the air as her neck was being pinched in his hand. Cracking 

sounds could be heard as her joints were dislocated. She grabbed his arm tightly as her legs kicked 

wildly. Her eyes were bloodshot and her face turned purplish. She was on the verge of suffocating. 

“No... no... don’t... don’t kill...” 

Jiang Qimeng struggled to utter a few words, her eyes filled with pain and despair. 

However, Gu Jinglian was unmoved and tightened his grip on her throat. When Baby Chu saw this scene, 

he was terrified and immediately cried out, “Uncle, stop!” 

Butler Fu was a little surprised when Baby Chu broke free from his embrace. He ran to Gu Jinglian and 

put his arms around the man’s leg.. “Uncle, let her go! Don’t kill her.” 

 

Chapter 3026: Bandaging His Wound 

As he spoke, Baby Chu took another look at Jiang Qimeng, who was now lying on the floor in a sorry 

state. He could not bear to see her like this. “She looks rather pitiful! Besides, killing someone will only 

dirty Uncle’s hands!” 

Gu Jinglian frowned and could not help but wonder if this little fellow was his biological son. Why was he 

so hopelessly soft-hearted? 

Had he forgotten that this “rather pitiful woman” had put her dirty hand around his neck and even 

pressed a dagger up against it? 

Butler Fu said as well, “Old Master, don’t dirty your hands. Leave such a person to me, I’ll deal with her 

for you.” 

Then, he whispered into Gu Jinglian’s ear, “You ought to be more careful in front of the child. Otherwise, 

you’ll scare him. Baby Chu is only five years old.” 

That too, made sense to Gu Jinglian hence he nodded slightly in agreement. “I’ll leave her to you then.” 

Butler Fu nodded. 

Gu Jinglian carried Baby Chu and returned to the room. After the dangerous episode, both of them were 

drenched from head to toe, looking in a sorry state. 



Once Gu Jinglian stepped into the room, Baby Chu quickly wriggled out of his arms and started 

rummaging through the drawers. 

“What are you looking for?” 

Baby Chu didn’t bother to say anything. Finally, he found a first aid kit in the cabinet. He was very 

observant. A few days ago, Butler Fu had accidentally hurt his finger and used a band-aid. Thereafter, he 

had placed the first aid kit here. 

The boy carried the first aid kit and walked back to Gu Jinglian. He said with great care, “Uncle, your arm 

is injured. Let me help you apply the medicine!” 

Gu Jinglian seized the kid up suspiciously, wondering why he was being so unaccountably solicitous. 

He replied, “That’s not necessary! I can do it myself!” 

“You’re definitely not as good as I am at bandaging!” 

As Baby Chu spoke, he pushed the man onto the sofa and emphasized again, “You only have to sit and 

leave the rest to me!” 

Gu Jinglian looked at him with disdain and questioned, “Can you do it?” 

“Of course! Mom often gets injured, and whenever she does I’ll take care of her wounds! Uncle, you 

have to trust my ability!” 

As he said this, Baby Chu grabbed his sleeve. There was a slash on Gu Jinglian’s arm, but fortunately, the 

wound was not deep and there was no need for stitches. All he needed to do was clean the wound and 

bandage it. 

Gu Jinglian simply leaned against the sofa and closed his eyes, letting the little guy do whatever he 

wanted. 

Baby Chu opened the first aid box and rolled up his sleeves. Then, he picked up a pair of tweezers and 

carefully picked up an alcohol swab with the intention of applying it on his wound. 

Unexpectedly, his hand was too small, and the pair of tweezers too big for him to handle. All of a 

sudden, the alcohol swab slipped off, and the sharp forceps jabbed into the wound. 

“...!” Gu Jinglian jumped. 

His eyes snapped open and glared at Baby Chu. “What was that?” 

Even if it was alcohol, it shouldn’t hurt so much! 

Baby Chu felt a little guilty and retracted his hand that was holding the tweezers. Fortunately, Gu 

Jinglian did not notice it. The boy giggled. “Uncle, so you’re afraid of pain too?” 

The corners of Gu Jinglian’s lips twitched and he snorted. “Nonsense.” 

He frowned, once again suspicious. “If you don’t know how to do it, I’ll do it myself.” 

“Come one, it wasn’t my best performance just then! It was your fault for moving around!” 



The man was flabbergasted. 

He looked at the boy questioningly. 

When did he move?! 

Obviously this child could not handle it, yet he was blaming it on others. 

Gu Jinglian grit his teeth and sat back patiently. 

 

Chapter 3027: It’s Only A Cut, Not Broken Bones 

Gu Jinglian grit his teeth and sat back patiently. 

This time round, Baby Chu was more careful. He meticulously cleaned the wound, then applied some 

medicine, and wound some gauze around the arm. 

“Done!” Baby Chu was overjoyed. 

Gu Jinglian opened his eyes and saw that his arm was wrapped tightly in gauze, complete with a bow. It 

was very feminine. 

Such a thick bandage would only make people think that his hand was broken. 

His expression clouded over as he remarked, “Is this what you mean by having ample experience?” 

“Is there a problem?” 

Gu Jinglian said icily, “It’s only a cut, not broken bones.” 

“I’m only concerned that it will hurt if you hit something hard, like the corner of a table or something. If 

it’s thicker, it won’t hurt.” Baby Chu explained thoughtfully. 

Gu Jinglian was rendered speechless again. 

The moment Butler Fu walked in and saw Gu Jinglian’s bandaged arms that was wrapped up like 

dumplings, his expression instantly changed, after trying to suppress it for a long time, he finally burst 

out laughing loudly and uncontrollably. 

“Old Master, is your hand broken?” 

“No!” 

This made Gu Jinglian fume. “If you laugh again, I’ll have your tongue removed.” 

“Wooo...” Butler Fu quickly covered his mouth and restrained himself. 

Baby Chu however, was a little aggrieved. He frowned and asked sadly, “Is my bandaging skills that 

bad?!” 

“Hmph, what do you think?” Gu Jinglian gave the boy’s bottom a kick. “Go to bed.” 



“Hmph! Biting the hand that feeds you mung bean cake! You’re so ungrateful!” Baby Chu mumbled as 

he returned to his room. 

Gu Jinglian and Butler Fu looked at each other and asked in unison, “What mung bean cake!?” 

Butler Fu asked, “Old Master, would you like me to bandage your wound again?” 

“No, I’m fine!” Gu Jinglian said sullenly, “Too troublesome!” 

With that, he got up and returned to his room. 

Butler Fu sniggered as the man walked away. This Old Master didn’t really mean what he said of course. 

How was it troublesome? He just couldn’t bear to undo what the kid had done. 

No matter how bad he thought it looked, it was his own son who did the bandaging! 

... 

The next day, it was all over the news that Song Zhengguo had fallen from grace. The Discipline 

Inspection Commission had seized a lot of cash and gold bars from the Song family residence. They had 

even found out that Song Zhengguo had bought properties overseas. 

Apart from that, Song Yunxi had also been taken away for investigation. 

It was said that Song Jianjun was spared because he was the one who exposed Song Zhengguo’s other 

hidden assets. 

This was clearly a self protection move to put his own safety first! 

When this news was announced, the entire city was shocked! 

Song Zhengguo was the mayor of Beijing, and he had always appeared honest and upright in public. How 

unexpected that he would embezzle such a huge amount of shady assets. After the Discipline Inspection 

Commission had taken all items into account, it totaled up to over a billion yuan! 

This did not even include Song Zhengguo’s unknown investments! 

Apart from this, Jiang Qimeng had also been taken away for investigation. This was such a significant 

incident that it alarmed the higher-ups. 

Song Zhengguo had triggered a series of butterfly effects. It was said that he had used his connections to 

uproot other people. The government in Beijing underwent a huge reshuffle overnight. 

On the other hand, another report caught the people’s attention. 

Song Enya, who was initially engaged to Mu Yanchen, was now seriously injured and hospitalized. Due to 

delays in treatment, she had lost a large amount of blood and suffered a brain hemorrhage, causing her 

to fall into a vegetative state. Even the most authoritative doctor could not determine whether she 

would eventually come out of a coma. 

 

Chapter 3028: Mother And Son Reunion 



It was rumored that the Song family had offended the Gu family, and hence, the Gu family was behind 

all the chaos that had happened. 

However, there were also people who said that the Gu family had merely collected relevant evidence. If 

Song Zhengguo hadn’t done such a thing, the Gu family wouldn’t have created something out of nothing 

just to frame the Song family. 

Song Zhengguo’s case was still under investigation, and all his assets had been seized. The trial against 

him would be a public one. 

Song Zhengguo would never have imagined that, because of his daughter, his career would end in such 

an utter defeat. And even more unexpected, was the death sentence with reprieve that awaited him! 

Of course, that’s a story for much later. 

... 

During this period of time, Chu He was actively recuperating. Under Butler Fu’s meticulous care, her 

health improved and color gradually returned to her cheeks. 

Hence, when she mentioned that she wanted to see Baby Chu again, Butler Fu did not refuse. 

In the afternoon, when Baby Chu came home from kindergarten, Butler Fu lifted him into his arms and 

said mysteriously, “Baby Chu, Butler Fu shall take you to see someone, how about that?” 

Baby Chu looked curious and asked, “Who?” 

“Don’t worry, you’ll find out later!” 

Butler Fu carried Baby Chu into Chu He’s room. The boy looked puzzled until Butler Fu pushed the door 

open and he followed the elderly man’s gaze. He was stunned and speechless when he saw Chu He 

standing there, in a white shirt and looking somewhat uneasy! 

Chu He’s expression was calm as she waited anxiously. When Butler Fu said that he would bring Baby 

Chu over, she waited patiently in the room. She was afraid that Gu Jinglian would stop this reunion with 

Baby Chu and was surprised when that did not happen! 

Chu He’s eyes turned red when she saw Baby Chu. A warm smile immediately appeared on her face. 

She walked over at once and held the boy’s face, studying him closely. Initially, Baby Chu was very thin 

and small, and his face wasn’t at all fleshy. 

But how long had it been? 

His face had turned chubby and he had grown a lot taller. 

Chu He was overwhelmed with emotions. She hugged him tightly, her eyelashes wet with tears! 

“Baby Chu!” Chu He choked and her voice hoarse. 

Baby Chu came back to his senses. When he first saw her, he thought that he was dreaming. It was only 

when Chu He hugged him tightly and he felt the real touch and the warmth of her body, that he realized 

he was not dreaming. This was real! 



Finally... 

They were reunited! 

His mother, in real life and not in a dream, where no matter how he tried to run after her, he could only 

see her back view from afar! 

“Mommy!” 

Baby Chu burst into tears and hugged Chu He as he cried. 

“I thought I’d never see Mommy again! Sob sob sob...” 

Baby Chu cried sadly, making Chu He’s heart ache even more. She held him in her arms and kissed his 

forehead repeatedly. “Mommy misses you too.” 

“Boohoo... Mommy, why did you only come for Baby Chu now!?” 

Baby Chu felt aggrieved and disgusted. “Mommy is so stupid! So stupid!” 

When Butler Fu saw this scene, he was moved and overcome with emotion. Tears welled up in the 

corners of his eyes. 

This, even though Baby Chu had rarely mentioned Chu He during this period of time. 

 

Chapter 3029: Reluctant To Part 

 

Even though Baby Chu had rarely mentioned Chu He during this period of time, Butler Fu understood 

that the little guy was an attentive person. Even though he did not say it out loud, he was still thinking 

about Chu He. 

As a result, he also nursed Chu He to the best of his ability, hoping that she could recover as soon as 

possible and look her best for the little fellow. It would be a pleasant surprise for the child. 

And of course, the boy was pleasantly surprised indeed! 

He was so excited when he saw Chu He, that he almost choked on his tears! 

Butler Fu was considerate. He quietly retreated through the doorway, shutting the door behind him, 

giving the mother and son some space. 

Wiping away Baby Chu’s tears, Chu He said, “Stop crying, okay? Hasn’t Mommy found you now?” 

“Hmph.” Baby Chu was still a little angry, but this anger didn’t last long. In the blink of an eye, he was 

smiling warmly again. 

Chu He pinched his cheeks dotingly and said, “Baby Chu, can Mommy take you away from here?” 

When Baby Chu heard this, he was stunned and did not immediately nod in agreement. Instead, he 

grabbed her collar uneasily and said hesitantly, “Mommy... Baby Chu has a question for you!” 



Chu He was stunned. “Yes, ask away.” 

She vaguely realized that what he was about to ask might be a tricky question! 

“Baby Chu once asked Mommy where Daddy was, but Mommy said that the grass on Daddy’s grave had 

already grown taller than me.” 

“...” 

“But Baby Chu has found Daddy.” Baby Chu turned red. “Was Mommy lying to Baby Chu?” 

Chu He held her breath and did not answer immediately. 

She did not know how to answer this question. 

Baby Chu asked doubtfully, “Mommy, Baby Chu has a father, right?! His name is Gu Jinglian, isn’t it?” 

“Baby Chu...” 

“Mommy, do we really have to leave?” 

The moment Baby Chu thought about having to leave, he worried that he would not be able to see that 

evil but handsome uncle ever again. And then he felt a complexity of emotions. 

Thus, he carefully probed, “Can’t Mommy stay?! We can be with Daddy. This way Baby Chu will have a 

Mommy and a Daddy! Mommy won’t be alone anymore...” 

Chu He never thought that he would make such a request. For a moment, she didn’t know how to 

respond. 

“Baby Chu, don’t you like Mommy anymore?” 

“Of course I do! Baby Chu loves Mommy the most!” 

As soon as he had said this, he hesitated for a moment before changing the topic and whispering, “But... 

Baby Chu likes Uncle too! Although that uncle looks fierce, although he is like a huge iceberg and keeps a 

distance, Baby Chu feels that Uncle likes Baby Chu too and treats Baby Chu very well. A few days ago, 

Uncle even taught me a lesson about evil people!” 

“Evil people?” 

Baby Chu immediately told her everything that had happened after he was kidnapped by the two men 

sent by Song Enya, including his encounter with Gu Jinglian, as well as everything that had happened in 

the Gu family. 

When Chu He heard this, she was a little stunned. Even though she couldn’t make complete sense of 

what the child was saying and got really confused, there was one thing that Baby Chu emphasized. 

Gu Jinglian treated him very well. 

Although sometimes the man would threaten to break the boy’s legs and things like that, Baby Chu 

could see how much the man doted on him. 



Apart from Gu Jinglian, Baby Chu could not bear to part with Butler Fu either.. Butler Fu really treated 

him like his own son, and was most meticulous in every matter that concerned the child. 

Chapter 3030: The Love Of Your Life (1) 

 

Whoever dared to bully Baby Chu would have their home razed to the ground by the Gu family’s hired 

thugs. 

Chu He hesitated for a moment as she held Baby Chu in her arms, looking somewhat troubled! 

She could not accept Gu Jinglian, much less stay by his side. Moreover, Gu Jinglian would not 

compromise for the sake of the child. 

He was never a man who would sacrifice himself for anyone! 

When Baby Chu saw her hesitant and troubled expression, he suddenly looked as though he realized 

something and added, “If Mommy doesn’t want to, Baby Chu won’t make things difficult for Mommy! If 

Mommy insists on leaving, Baby Chu will definitely leave with Mommy!” 

Chu He was touched by his thoughtfulness. She looked down at him and suddenly hesitated, “Do you 

really... like that uncle so much?!” 

Baby Chu quickly nodded and said, “Uh huh! Baby Chu likes Uncle a lot!” 

Chu He hesitated before sighing, “Let me think about it!” 

“Mommy, don’t force yourself!” 

Baby Chu immediately said, “I’ll discuss it with Butler Fu tonight, then we’ll go home together!” 

Chu He frowned absentmindedly and turned to look out the window, deep in thought. 

That night, Butler Fu knocked on the door and entered her room. Chu He was massaging the muscles in 

her legs. As she had been lying down for a long time, the swelling in her legs had not subsided. When 

she saw him, she stood up and smiled. “Uncle Fu, what’s the matter?” 

“Baby Chu told me about that matter!” 

“What matter?” Chu He frowned and looked at him questioningly. 

“Baby Chu said he wishes to go home with you.” 

After a pause, Butler Fu continued, “Are you really determined to leave?” 

Chu He was stunned for a moment. She knew that the little fellow had mentioned this to Butler Fu. She 

twitched her lips and said, “Then, Butler Fu, do you think that the Gu family has a place for me? When I 

was still an Interpol agent, I hid in the Gu family and secretly plotted against them. I collected evidence 

of the Gu family’s crimes and submitted it to the International Court of Justice. After doing such a thing, 

why would the Gu family welcome a ‘traitor’ like me?” 



“Back then, Old Master gave the order to purge you. In the end, you were quite capable and survived. 

Therefore, according to Old Master, the old grudge between you and the Gu family is considered 

settled! Red Lotus is already dead, and you are not Red Lotus. If you decide not to return to the Interpol 

and stay in the Gu family as Chu He, the Gu family will welcome you.” 

Having said this, Butler Fu then smiled at her and continued, “After all, you don’t want Baby Chu to grow 

up without a father, do you?” 

“But I don’t wish...” Chu He said faintly, “for Baby Chu’s father to be Gu Jinglian.” 

“Since some things are a done deal, it’s hard to change the facts. Even though you can’t accept it, you 

still have to accept it. Although I can’t comment on what happened between you and Old Master back 

then, I know that Old Master didn’t force you, and you didn’t force yourself either, right?” 

“...” 

“This child wasn’t born out of coercion, isn’t that so?” 

Chu He hesitated for some time. She started to say something, but then stopped. 

“Whatever the case, a child can’t be without a father! No matter what you think of Old Master, I still 

hope that you can consider this carefully! After all... we all love Baby Chu. If you insist on leaving, given 

Old Master’s personality... I don’t think anyone wishes for things to turn ugly.” 

Chu He raised her eyebrows and said coldly, “Butler Fu, are you threatening me?” 

 


